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PREFACE -___
"......The purpose of this handbook is to provide assigned Officer

S... Effectiveness-Report--(OER)/Airman Performance-Report (APR)
monitors with the basic information necessary to establish

4 effective controls on unit level OER/APR programs and suspense
tracking systems--and to provide guidance on submission of higher
headquarters OER/APR indorsements. Major areas which will be
covered include:

- OER/API? program responsibilities and suspense requirements.

- Determination of typical closeout dates and periods of
supervision pertaining to annual, semiannual, and change
of reporting official reports (extended active duty
personnel only).

- Use of AF Form 2095, Assignment./Personnel Action, in
successful administration of a unit OER/APR program.

- Explanation of^ computer-generated base-level Personnel
Data System OER/APR management products.

- Explanation of a supplemental manual system for tracking
OER/APR information and suspenses which can serve as a
backup for computer-generated information and as a
reliable data base for projecting suspenses caused by
short notice personnel turnover or organizational
realignments.

- Examples of effective higher headquarters indorsements,

This handbook will include and, hopefully, clarify infor-
mation contained in the Air Force's performance reporting
regulations (AFR 36-10, Officer Evaluations; and AFR 39-62, Non-
commissioned Officer and Airman Performance Reports), as well as
Procedures contained in AFR 30-130, Vol I, Base Level Military
Personnel Users' Guide. It is not intended to replace com-
prehensive guidance contained in those regulations. It i§
intended to address typical procedures for administering OEP/APR
programs at the squadron or division level pertaining to extended
active duty (FAD) personnri only. Unusual requirements or
reports directed by other than typical circumstances are beyond
the scope of this work and should be determined by reference to
specific rules contained in Am, 36-10, AFR 39-62, or through

d iii



CONTINUED

consultation with Rlase, !'AJCOM, or Air ",'orce personnel offices
responsible for the content of performance reporting regulatiois.

This document may be published as a 327d 'Flying Training
W'Jing handbook after review by 325 ABG/DV and approval by
323 2,'W/CC.

The author wishes to formally recognize the tremendous aid
provided by Mrs. Rosemary V. DiPrimo, who acted as typist,
proofreader, graphic design artist, and number one critic in the
production of this handbook.
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Chapter O(4;

. .. WHAT'S -THE- Pýý0LBLEM? .

The overall purpose of the Air Force's performance evalua-
tion system is to provide the Air Force with information on the
performance and potential of its people for use in making per-
sonnel management decisions, such as promotions, assignments,
augmentations, reenlistments, school selections, retraining, and
separations. It is also intended to provide individuals with
information on their performance and potential as viewed by their
evaluators.

There is virtually no other document that can have a greater
impact pro or con, on the future of individual Air Force members
than tAese reports. Am commanders, supervisors, and administra-
tive specialists charged with making the system work, we have an
obligation to insure that when important career decisions are
made concerning our people, those decisions are based on a
complete and up-to-date picture of their performance and poten-
tial.

A great deal of emphasis is placed on the quality and timely
preparation of performance evaluations at all levels of command.
This is understandable because of the utility we attach to these
reports and because they must stand alone in place of the
individual on most occasions when official actions are contem-
plated. In effect, they serve to plead the individual's case.
As such, they reflect not only on the ratee, but also on the
rater, for an entire career. Nobody wants to meet a promotion
board and not have the most up-to-date OER or APR "sitting on
top" in order to help board members make the right decision. All
too often, however, reports which should be part of the record
for board or other important considerations are received and
processed too late to be included and considered.

In calendar year 1983 102 890 OERs and 521,046 APRs were
processed by Consolidated Base Personnel Offices and the Manpower
and Personnel Center to become integral parts of the overall
record on all Air Force personnel. Out of these, 28,878 or 28%
of all OERs and 35,230 or 7% of all API~s were received late
despite guidance contained in applicable regulations. There
were, no doubt, many reasons for this considerable number of
late reports. Administrative oversights at the unit

1



level, hold ups caused by raters who were performing temporary
duties (TDY), and bottlenecks in the offices of additional
raters and indorsers are all often cited causes. It would also
probably be fair to say that a majority of those individuals
whose reports were considered administratively late were not
personally affected by the tardiness in any adverse way.
n.onetheless, it is also statistically probable that the careers
of at least some individuals were hurt simply because the system
broke down at some point in its attempt to provide decision-
makers with the most current performance information available.

2



Chapter Two

- RESPONSIBILITIES AND SUSPENSES

In order to better understand what needs to be done to
correct the problem of late and poor quality performance reports,
a brief review of the flow of the system and typical suspense
requirements is in order.

AFRs 36-10 and 59-62 establish the basic suspense criteria
associated with performance reports. The ultimate goal is to get
a quality report written updated in the Personnel Data System
(PDS), and into the Unit Personnel Record Group (UPRG) as part of
the official record. A unit level OER/APR monitor has fulfilled
his/her part of the suspense bargain when a completed OER or APR
is turned in to the CBPO OER/APR unit (DPMQE) for processing.
Basically, in the case of APRs, the unit commander insures that
reports are received by the CBPO no later than 45 days after the
closeout date of the report 'with the exception of referral
reports). OERs are also the unit commander's responsibility but
are due to the CBPO 30 days after the report closeout date.

The above dates are all. well and good, but the regulations
also state that the CBPO suspense should be driven by local
requirements and experience. The suspense should be realistic
in terms of time allowed evaluators as well as time allowed the
CBPO for administrative processing. In practice, this stipula-
tion means that almost all CBPOs require reports prior to the 45
or 30 day criteria established in the regulations. This is due
in large part to the processing required by the MPOO and because
reports often must be forwarded to intermediate levels of command
for indorsement. Nevertheless, both AFRs 36-10 and 39-62 go on
to specify that in no case will the CBPO suspense for a completed
report be less than 15 calendar days after the closeout date of
the report.

What does all that mean to a monitor at the squadron or
division level? It's different at every base, but the bottom
line is that you will always have at least until the 15th day
after a report closes out tc get the report to the CBPO. In some
cases, when completing a report on an individual who will not be
receiving any additional indorsements beyond the basic
organizational level (e.g., the squadron commander), a monitor



may not be required to turn the report in until some date closer
to the 30th or 45th day (check with DPMQE at your local CBPO).
If the report requires indorsement of the vice wing commander,
wing commander, or any indorser who is not located at the base
(e.g., general officers), the CBPO will no doubt require that it
be submitted no later than the 15th day after closeout.

One might think that all this would be enough to keep
straight, but remember, the unit level is almost at the bottom of
the sliding suspense pyramid. Even though the CBPO will not come
looking for a report until 15 days after the closeout date, the
unit's own higher levels of command may. Quite often, the
squadrons and divisions which make up a group or deputate on a
base will be required to turn in reports soliciting the group or
deputy commander's indorsement to their respective command
sections in advance of the basic CBPO criteria. The following
example should help illustrate:

- You are the OER/APR monitor for a -flying squadron
under the Deputy Commander for Operations (DO) at
Goodfly AFB.

- A captain in your squadron has a report coming due
that will close out on 15 October.

- The established CBPO suspense is 14 November (30
days after the closeout date, by regulation).

- But, the Squadron Commander wants this captain's
report to go either to the Wing Commander or
off base to a general officer to be indorsed.

- The CBPO has a local policy that all reports going
to the Wing Commander or higher must be completed
with all lower level indorsements and submitted to
DPMQE no later than 15 days after closeout (this is
when CBPO will be expecting it).

- Your DO has a policy that all reports originating
within his squadrons and which either require his
indorsement as the additional rater or will
ultimately be sent to the Wing Commander or higher
must be completed and in his office for review no
later than five days after closeout date.

- After the DO reviews the report and/or indorses it
if appropriate, his office administrative personnel
turn the report in to the CBPO no later than the
CRPO's suspense (15 days after closeout).

4



In this hypothetical case, as in many similar cases, a
squadron level monitor is really not concerned with any suspenses
beyond the first ono. All he/she really cares about is getting
the report to the DO by the DO's suspense (five days after close-
out). If it gets to the DO on time, the monitor has fulfilled
his/her part of the bargain and the report should go on its
merry bureaucratic way.

Since the-CBPO-has no idea where the units intend to send ..
reports for indorsement, it is-always assumed that reports will

be sent off base. Therefore, most CBPOs will require that all
OERs and APRs be in their hands by 15 days after the closeout
date (whether the reports come from the squadron level or from
the group or deputy commander). Since these local suspenses vary
from base to base, the OER/APR monitor must find out what the
house rules are. For reports completed with all indorsements
when they leave the unit's hands, check with the CBPO OER/APR
section for suspense policy. For those reports requiring indorse-
ments beyond the squadron/division (i.e., the DO, the Air Base
Group Commander or higher), check with the administrative people
who monitor the DO or ABG program to find out what's expected.

Now that we understand the basic ground rules (more or less),
let's examine who exactly is charged with specific responsi-
bilities under the Air Force's performance reporting programs.

- Commanders at all levels are charged with insuring
reports are accurate, impartial, and accomplished

! on time.

- Evaluators are charged with insuring that reports
being prepared by them are fair, objective, and
reach the offices of record within specified
time limits.

- CBPO Chiefs are charged with providing technical
assistance to evaluators and establishing
procedures to obtain completed reports from
designated indorsers so that required data
inputs are met.

Most reports come due based upon information contained in
the Personnel Data System. In these cases, CBPOs will generate
a notice, commonly called a RIP or shell, containing adminis-
trative information and suspenses relative to the report and
forward it to the rater prior to the reports due date (see Figure

2-1 for example of an APR shell). On the other hand, many
reports are necessitated by events which are not known to or
controlled by the CBPO. e.g., rater changes at the unit level
caused by internal realignments and or short notice intra-base



movements caused by raters and ratees assuming new duties or
positions. Since these are unknown actions as far as the CBPO
is concerned and many take place with little warning, a computer
notice that a report is due (a shell) will probably not be sent
out by the CBPO. In any case, the excuse, "I was never notified
by the CBPO that a report was due", attempts to lay blame at the
wrong doorstep. CBPO personnel are certainly there to help, and
they will gladly A in determining when reports are due.
But, e and especially commande have a
respono'bility for the quality and timely submission of perfor-
mance reports. Commanders must, therefore, acquaint themselves

..with suspense criteria land develop unit systems that insure
timely reporting on all personnel.

Timeliness and quality go hand-in-hand. A system that
anticipates report closeout dates allows time to find and correct
errors of fact and administration which are the natural con-
sequences of haste. By thinking ahead, the OER/APR monitor can
make many problems simply disappear.

The unit OER/APR monitor is the key to success in any over-
all effort to irnsure reports are professional, high quality
products, which are always submitted on time. No other
additional duty is likely to be as important or appreciated as
much as the time a monitor spends understanding, caring for, and
fine-tuning the unit's performance reporting program.

6
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Chapter Three

-.... DETERMINING CLOSEOUT DATES AND DAYS OF SUPERVISION

An individual charged by the commander with responsibility
for the unit OER/APR program should be familiar with the various
forms-used to document performance. There are really only five
that an OER/APR monitor works with consistently:

1. AF Form 707 (Officer Effectiveness Report) used
for all officers' reports.

2. AF Form 909 (Airman Performance Report) used for
reports on Airman Basic through Senior Airman.

3. AF Form 910 (TSgt, SSgt, Sgt Performance Report).

4, AF Form 911 ( Sgtt ZMSgt, MSgt Performance
Report).

5. AF Form 77 (Supplemental Evaluation Sheet) used
primarily as the single form for recording
mandatory and optional Letters of Evaluation
(LOEs) on both officers and enlisted personnel.

** Detailed instructions for completing these forms are
contained in AFF 36-10, atch 1, and AFR 39-62, chap 4.

Writing an OER, APR, or LOE is an art and science in it-
self. It's, therefore, beyond the scope of this guide. For a
monitor, the primary concerns are quality control of the finished
products turned in by unit raters (i.e., grammer, punctuation,
and format), and, first and foremost, control of unit suspenses.
In reality, this entails knowing precisely when every report on
every individual in the unit is due and what suspenses apply to
those reports. With this information in hand, a monitor is
capable of notifying all of the raters in the unit of upcoming
reports on their people and of establishing his/her own unit
suspenses for these reports so that they can be signed, sealed,
and delivered on time.
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Chapters Five and Six of this handbook will provide morc
information on products and systems which are available to help
monitors track all of these reports. T'ofore r,:oing further
howcver, it is important to understand the basic criteria that
determine when reports are duo and those requirements that must
be fulfilled before a report can be written.

There are a number of reasons why reports are written and
numerous circumstances in which special or unusual reports are
required. All of these rules are contained in the tables of
AFM 36-10 and 39-62 (see figures 3-1, and 3-2A and .B of this
guide for examples). Even though these various rules can be
confusing, the vast majority of reports a unit is responsible
for preparing will generally fall into one of four categories:

1. Annual OERs and APRs (annual reports).

2. OERs or APRs due because a member's reporting
official changes (Change of Reporting Official,
also known as CRO, reports).

3. 3•emiannual OERs (semiannual reports; used ror
lieutenants mainly, but some chaplains and leral
officers are also included).

4. letters of !E:valuation (IO~s).
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WHIN 1I AP FORM 707 W ITrTIN ON OFFICIiRI ON ILAD

N A 0 C
U .-. L_ _. ...

UL "t• ow Is and PII of sUlpi1'llalkm hasl then reimn Is written with

I a legal offlcer or a chaplain or 6 months has passed since 120 calendar days semiannual.
any gade (AFSCs 88XX and closeout date of Last OER or
#9XX) with les than 3 years TR
active service as a lealw oflicer or
as a chaplain, or any lieutenant

.wlth.lesa.tih 3_yom TAFCS...

2 a colonel thru lieutenant not de- I year has passed since annual.
scribed by rule I (see note I) closeout date of last OER or

TR

3 a colonel thlu Lieutenant (see rater changes (see note 2). or 120 calendar days (60 calendar change of rater (CRO) (see
note 1) attendance at formal training days if more than I year has note 3).

of 8 weeks or more is passed since ratee's last report)
scheduled

4 a colonel selected for brigadier promotion occurs 120 calendar days promotion to general.
general (see note 4)

6 a colonel thru lieutenant determination of the 120 calendar days (60 calendar directed by (MAJCOM,
appropriateness of action days if entering or completing a wing, base, squadron, and so
under AFR 35-32, 36.2, 36-3, period of observation on the con- on) commander.
or 36-12 is needed, or ratee's trol roster)
performance or conduct is
unsatisfactory or marginal and
a special report is appropriate

* special report is directed by as directed directed by HO USAF.
HQ USAF (see note 5)

S7ratee has been declared miss.
ing in action (MIA). captured,
or interned (see note 6)

a a referral LOE has been writ- 60 calendar days

ten or an LOE would contain
referral comments if writtern
(se note 7)

NOTES: I. If an offcer selected for promotion to brfigdier general nishes their irmes to the MAJCOMs, along with appropriate suspense
comes due for a report for any reason between the time selection is dates.
announced and assumption of the grade. the report is written with 6. Reports for periods of missing in action, captured, or interned status
reason for report as promotion to general. of less than 15 calendar days are not prepared. If status of ratee remains
2. Do not confuse change of rater with change of supervisor. All in one of these categories for 15 calendar days or more, a report is pre-
changes of rater must be documented by an AF Form 2095 or other pared under this rule without regard to the number of days supervision
source document as prescribed by AFM 30.130, volume II, chapter 3. The report is closed on the day the rates was placed in missing in action,
3. CRO includes separation from EAD. captured, or interned status. Reports for periods durng which the ratee
4. No report is required under this rule if the officer has previously was in missing in action, captured, or inte;ned status are as directed by
receiv:d a report as a brigadicr general selectee HQ AFMPC/MPCYO.
5. Authority to direct reports under this rule is retained by IJQ 7 If the current rate; ooes not consider the referral comments in an
AFMPC/MPCYO Specisl reports covering outstanding performance of optional LOE to be serious enough to %,arrant permanent recordiog. an
duty are not permitted under this rule. If special reports are required on OER will not be prepared. This also applies to LOEs written under table
Certain officers for seiection board use. HQ A[FMPCiiPCAIB fur. 6-1, rules 4, 5, and i2 when the LWE o,,ers iess than 60 days

r"",-"""



WHEN TO SUBMIT APRs ON AIRMEN ON EAD

R A .B C

U
L and the period of supervision has been then the reason for report is
E at least

1 ratce has not had an APR for at leat I year 120 calendar days (see note I) annual.

2 an APR is needed in connection with placement on or 60 calendar days or such shorter period as directed by (MAJXOM. Atitn.

remoual from the control roster under AFR 35-32 (see authorized by HQ USAF (see note 3) base. squadront. and ,o on) cotm-
"note 2) mander.

3 ratee's performance or conduct is unsatisfactory or 120calendardaysorsuchshorterperiodas
marginal and a special report is appropriate authorized by HQ USAF (see note 4)

4 ratee is a prior-service enlistee or officer returning to 120 calendar days (see note 6) directed by HQ USAF
EAD (see note 5)

5 a report is required in connection with AFR 39-10 60 calendar days (see note 7)
discharge action (see note 2)

6 a report is required in connection with probation and 60 calendar days (see note 8)
rehabilitation under AFR 39-10

7 ratee is mobilized or is a member of a mobilied ANG or 120 calendar days (%cc note 9)
USAFR unit

8 ratee is placed in Reporting Identifier 99006 120 calendar days (see note 10)

9 ratee has been declared missing in'action (MIA), cap- as directed
tured, or interned (see note II)

10 ratee departsirDY for formal training for a period of 120 120 calendar days (see note 14)
calendar days or more (%ee notes 12 and 13)

11 ratee departs to participate in Airman Education and
Commissioning Program (AECP). Officer rraining
School (OTS). Airman Scholarship and Commissioning
Program (ASCP). or Bootstrap (see notes 12 and 15)

12 a special report has been directed by iIQ USAF as directed

13 ratcedeparts T)Y (other than for school) for a period of 120 calendar days (see notes I1 and 19) change of rater (CRO) (see notes 2
120 calendar days or more (5cc notes 12. 16. and 17) and 20).

14 raree returns Irom lIly (other than for school) of a
period of 120 calendar days, tor more (%ee note 16)

15 raltr changes as a result ol a P'S move or an AF l'orm
2095 (-.ce notes 21 and 22)

16 a teterral 1.0f: has been %rttten oran I.OF would contain 60 calendar days or such shorter period as directed by HQ USA,\.
relerral eommcnts til ýrttlc, (,c riragraphh 3-1 Ic) authoriied by HO ISAF

V1?c r tc' tn nest page P

"• *�, -,. (",t :.V(: L o[. 'lab]t.l "•-1 , AFINt .59-62-)
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Two related concepts must be understood before examining the

four basic types of reports in detail.

Days of Supervision

This is a term which is used to define the precise number
of days that an individual ratee has been supervised by his/her
immediate supervisor, It begins when the ratee is put under the
supervisor by formal AF Form 2095 or other personnel action and
ends either on the day when the ratee's next OER/APR closes out
or the reporting official changes (e.g., when a subsequent 2095
changes the ratee to a different rater). Normally, to be eligible
for an OER or APR, a ratee must be under the direct supervision
of his/her 2095 appointed supervisor for a minimum of 120 days.
In practice, this means that while everyone should get a report
written on them at least annually, the minimum time required
under a rater before a report can legally be written is usually
no less than 120 days.

Period of the Report

Period of the Report begins on the day following the close-
out day of an individual's last report and ends on the closeout
day of his/her next report.

An example will help illustrate these two processes:

- SSgt Jakes is a new arrival in your unit. He arrived
at the base and processed through CBPO on 1 June. His
last APR from his last base closed out on 1 May 1984.

- CBPO completes an initial 2095 assigning him to your
unit which puts him under the supervision of MSgt
Edwards effective 1 June 1984 per your instructions.

- The next APR SSgt Jakes should get is an annual APR
with a closeout date of 1 May 1985 as long as he
remains under MSgt Edwards throughout the entire
period.

- One of the few ways he could get a report sooner than
1 May 1985 would be for you to use a 2095 to change his
reporting official sometime after he had been under
MSgt Edwards for at least 120 days.

- On 30 September 1985, (122 days after he went under
MSgt 1dwards), you are told to change SSgt Jakes
reporting official to a new rater effective
1 October 1985.

14



- You prepare the 2095 as above and because SSgt Jakes
had been under Edwards for 122 days (2 more than the
minimum 120), you realize that MSgt Edwards will
have to write an APR on SSgt Jakes.

Timing for the days of supervision began on I June, 1984. Timing
stopped at 122 days when you changed SSgt Jakes to his new rater.
A report became due on that day because the minimum 120 day
criteria had been met.

Period of Report
5 Months 1

2 May 84 30 Sep 84

Period of SupervisionI 122 Days

1 Jun 84 30 Sep 84

If SSgt Jakes had remained under MSgt Edwards instead of
being switched, no report would have been required until I May,
1985 (1 year from the closeout of his last APR) and the time he
would have been under MSgt Edwards would have run from 1 June,
1984 (when he arrived) to 1 May, 1985 (the anniversary of his
last APP); a total 335 days of supervision.

Period of Report| •~~2 Months_ _

2 May 84 1 Yay 85

'nays of SupervisionI 3535 Days I
I Jun 84 1 •ay 65



As these examples illustrate, "days of supervision" and
"period of report" are similar concepts, but in reality, totally
different things. It is possible for both to be identical, but
it seldom happens. One such case can occur when an individual
has been in an organization for years under the same reporting
official. In such a situation, each year when the ratee's report
closes out a new "period of report" and "days of supervision"
begins; so, the following year when a report becomes due it just
so happens that the "period of report" covers 12 months exactly
and the "days of supervision" under a single rater covers 365
days exactly (except in leap years).

With this understanding of "days of supervision" and "period
of report", it's time to get back to a discussion of the four
general categories of reports.

ANNUAL OERs AND APRs (ANNUAL REPORTS)

With the exceptions of lieutenants with less than three
years commissioned service and chaplains and legal officers of
any grade with less than three years as chaplains or legal
officers, all officers and enlisted Air Force personnel are
supposed to get at least one OER/APR annually (an annual report).
It is possible to get more than one if a member's rater changes
frequently,' but under normal circumstances one is enough. The
only requirement that has to be met before an annual report is
written is that the member have at least 120 days supervision
under his/her present supervisor. In this case, as previously
noted, the report would still cover the entire period since the
anniversary of the last report.

CHANGE OF REPORTING OFFICIAL OERs/APRs (CRO REPORTS)

Anytime a member has been under the same rater for at least
120 days and the rater changes, the member (including
lieutenants, etc.) must get a CRO report covering the period
under the old rater. In this case, the CRO report establishes a
new starting point on the effective date of the change and the
next report would be due one year from the closeout date of the
CPO report, provided no other reporting official changes occur at
a later time. Reporting official changes can occur due to
internal squadron realirnments documented on AF Forms 2095, or
they can occur because either the member or the member's rater
moves PCS or PCA (permanent change of station; permanent change
of assignment).

SEMIANNUAL OERs

The only Air Porce personnel who are required to get reports

16



semiannually are lieutenants with less than three years of
commissioned service and certain chaplains and legal officers.
For them all of the same rules apply concerning 'days of
supervision", etc. The only difference is that instead of being
required to get one annual report per year, they are required to
get two semiannual reports per year.

LETTERS OF EVALUATION (LOEs)

For-both officers-and -enlisted personnel,-LOEs are used to- ..
document performance in those cases when an individual is placed
under a rater for at least 60 days but less than 120 days. In
effect, this means any time a member is under someone's super-
vision between 60 and 119 days, It is mandatory that the rater
complete an LOE documenting the member's performance. Optional
LOEs can also be used at anytime when a member performs signifi-
cant additional duties for someone other than his/her 2095
assigned rater. LOEs are really just "gap-fillers" in documenting
performance and do not have the same significance as OERs and APRs.

To wrap up this section a short review is in order.

- Most OERs and all APRs are required annually on
the anniversary of the last OER/AP?, providing
at least 120 days supervision has been attained.

- Semiannus- OERs on lieutenants are required each
six months providing at least 120 days super-
vision was attained for each period.

- CRO reports (OERs and APRs) are required anytime
a rater changes and at least 120 days supervision
has been attained,

- LOEi are required anytime :. rater changes and at
least 60 days but less than 120 days supervision
has been attained.

- No report is ever required if a rater changes
and less than 60 days supervision hao been
attained.

USING THE JULAN DATE CALENDAR

A convenient and perhops indispensable aid to any O!'iR/APi-?
monitor is familiarity with the usage of a Julian Date Calendar,
These calendars assign a number to each day in a normal 365 day
year and a separate calendar is available for leap years (see
figures 3-3 and 3-4). A simple example illustrates how these
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calendars are useful in determining days of supervision.

- SSgt Jakes went under iSgt Edwards supervision
on I June 1984.

- On I October 1984, Jakýs is moved to a new rater.
How many days wa6 Jakes 3upervised by Edwards?

Since 1984 is a leap year, Figure 3-4 must be used (Julian
Date Calendar for ].eap years).

- 1 June 1984 (Jake's 1st day under Edwards) Is day

153 on the calendar. .

- 30 September 1984 is Jake's last day under
Edwards (he changes to a new rater on 1 October).
30 September is day 274 on the calendar.

- Subtracting 153 from 274 leaves 121 days.

It would appear that Jakes was under Edwards for 121 days;
but, anytime you subtract one whole number from another in this
manner, one day is lost in the computation (e.g., 10-1=9, but
since day I is also a day of supervision it must also be counted;
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10=1O days of supervision not 9).

- Instead of 121 days Jakes was under Edwards for
122 days from 1jun8A (day 153) thru 30Thp84
(day 2714).

- Without thinking about the mathematical theory
involved every time you use the Julian Date
Calendar, all you really need to remember is to
add one day to any subtraction operation you
perform in order to come up with day- of
sulc-rvision.

-T'fhe nrobl!:'n then boils dow:, to:

lK>41'• i2i ' 1-1?;'.' clays

;. 18



JULIAN DATE,' CALTENDAR PE[PETUAL

Day Jan Feb Var Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Day-

1 001 032 060 091 121 152 182 213 P44 P74 305 335 1
2002 033 061 092 122 153 183 214 245 275 306 336 2
i 003 034 062.093 123 154 184 215 246 276 307 7

4 004 035 063 094 124 155 185 216 247 77. 308 58 4

-5 005 056 064 095 125 156 186,217 248 278 509 -j9 5

6 006 037 065 096 126 157 187 218 249 279 310 3740 ,6
7 007 038 066 097 127 158 188 ?19 250 P80 511-541 ý,7-1
8 008 039 067 098 128 159 189 220 251 P81 312 14P 8
19 00 040 068 099 129 160 190 221 252 282 313 343 9

10 010 041 069 100 130 161 191 222 253 2883 14 344 10
11 011 042 070 101 131 162 192 ?23 254 8415 345 11
12 012 043 071 102 132 163 193 224 255 285 316 346 12
13 013 044 072 103 133 164 194 225 256 286 317 347 13,
14 014 045 073 104 134 165 195 226 257 287 318 :48 14

15 015 046 074 105 135 166 196 227 258 288 319 349 15
16 016 047 075 106 136 167 197 P28 259 289 320 550 16
17 017 048 076 107 137 168 198 229 260 290 3?1 551 17

18 018 049 077 108 138 169 199 230 261 291 322 552 18

19 019 050 078 109 139 170 ?00 251I 62 292 525 3 19
20 020 051 079 110 140 171 201 232 263 293 324 354 20

?1 021 052 080 111 141 172 202 233 264 294 325 355 21
22 022 053 081 112 142 173 P03 234 265 295 326 356 P2

23 023 054 082 113 143 174 204 235 266 296 327 357 23

24 024 055 083 114 144 175 205 236 267 297 528 358 P4
25 025 056 084 115 145 176 206 237 268 298 329 359 25

26 026 057 085 116- 146 177 207 258 269 299 530 360 P6
27 027 058 086 117 147 178 208 239 270 300 331 361 P7

28 028 059 087 118 I118 179 P09 240 271 301 33? 36? P8
29 029 088 119 149 180 210 241 272 302 333 363 29

-50 050 089 120 150 181 211 242 273 -05 334 564-- -. ?- - - -•o -3 -6 -0
" 01 051 090 151 212 P45 304 365 51

"-igure 3-3
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JULIAN DATE CALENDAR FOR LEAP YEARS ONLY

Day J an -Feb Mar Apr May Jun iii Aug Sop Oct Nov Dec Day

1 001 032 061 092 122 153 183 214 2.45 275 306 336 1

2 002 ?03 0621093 123 154 184 ?15 ?46 P76 307 337 -

S003 1034 063 094 124 155 185 216 247 277 308 1338 3

4 004 1035 064 095 125 156 186 217 248 278 309 19 1

5 005 036 065 096 . 126 157 187 218 P49 1279 310 1340 5

037 066 0971127 158 188 219 250 280 311 341 6

7 007 038 067 098 128 159 189 220 251 281 312 342 7

8 008 1O9 068 099 129 160 190 221 252 282 313 343 8

S009 040 069 100 130 161 191 222 253 283 314 344 _9
10 010 041 070 101 131 162 192 ?23 254 284 315 345 10

11 011 042 071 102 132 163 193 224 255 ?85 316 346 11

12 012 045 072 103 133 164 194 225 256 286 317 547 12

15 013 044 073 104 134 165 195 226 257 287 318 348 1-5

114 014 045 074 105 135 166 196 227 258 288 319 349 14

15 015 046 075 106 136 167 197 228 259 289 320 350 15

16 016 047 076 107 137 168 198 ?29 260 290 321 351 16

17 017 048 077 108 1-58 169 199 230 261 291 322 352 17

18 018 049 078 109 139 170 200 231 262 292 323 353 18

19 019 050 079 110 140 171 201 232 263 293 324 354 19

20 020 051 080 111 141 172 202 233 264 294 325 355 20

21 021 052 081 112 142 173 203 234 265 295 326 356 21

22 022 053 082 113 145 174 204 235 266 296 327 557 22

2 025 054 085 114 144 175 205 236 267 297 528 558 ?5

24 02"4 055 08LI 115 145 176 206 237 268 298 329 359 24

25 025 056 085 116 146 177 207 238 269 299 550 360 25

2(0 02 057 1086 1 7 1 LI7 178 208 239 270 500 331 361 26

'2? ()27 058 087 i18 148 179 209 240 271 50i 3_2 562 27

U8 028 059 088 119 149 180 210 241 272 502 553 363 28

;(9 u29 060 089 120 150 181 211 242 273 5,.05554 364 29

( ()() 121 1')1 182 212 2i 5 12714 1304 535 565 5o0

1 (i1 091 15)2 21 5 2L 1 - 505 566 51

., 198(I.: Ir 98 , 1986, J9)92, etc.
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Chapter Four

THEAF FORM 2095 .

It should be readily apparent that a good-OER/APR monitor--.-.
has to be intimately familiar with personnel actions that are
taking place or planned within the units The best of all
possible worlds occurs when the OER/APR monitor is also
responsible for all unit personnel actions; quite often though,
this is not the case.

The accuracy of any OER or APR is dependent on the timely
update of numerous classification and assignment actions on
individual personnel. All OERs and APRs contain personal infor-
mation on ratees ranging from social security numbers and duty
titles to Air Force specialty codes (AFSCs) and assigned raters.
If any of this information iE inaccurate or not current within
the Personnel Data System (PDS) at the time an 0ER or APR closes
out, the 0ER or APR will probably end up reflecting erroneous
information which will subsequently become part of the
individual's permanent record.

The OFR/APR monitor must track the currency of all infor-
mation contained in the PDS on his/her people and make sure that
incorrect information is updated when the need arises. The
vehicle for updating the majority of personal information
contained on an OER or APR is the AF Form 2095, Assignment/
Personnel Action.

The AF Form 2095 is used to request, announce, effect, and
record personnel actions relating to initial duty assignment
actions, normal duty assignment changes within organizations of

assignment, iiitra-base assignments, and other personnel actions
relatinr to duty assignment changes (e.g., rater changes,
designation of special experience identifiers, and entry into
on-tho-job training at the time of initial duty assignment). If
changes to an individual's AFSCs as reflected on an OER or APR
are necessary due to upgrade, etc., these changes can only be
documented on the AF Form 2096, Classification/On-the-Job
Training Action. But, unless an OFR/APR monitor is also
responsible for all unit personnel actions, his/her familiarity
with personnel action forms will probably begin and end with the
AF Form 2095 because the two areas of changing information which
he/she will be most concerned with are outy title changes and
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rater changes.

Detailed procedures for completion and processing of AF
Forrnc 2095 are contained in Chapter Five of Ak 30-130, Volume I,
and Cnapter Three of Volume TI. The following example and
explanation outline the steps required to prepare and submit a

S2095 designed to change the duty title and rater for an
individual ratee.

.. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...



SETO INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFICA[ON __ __ __

N T mPNA~Tn TAM"f; T '1'xxxxx

SECTION I1 PERSONNEL DATA CHANGES __
ASINMN POoMATION OJT 6HPOPATIOI

C-aSC FROM________ YO - (P______ EFF_ lemCtI

OATs 06PARYSO6 LAST DEITY 2Y _______________ ENT11R1COflTINtE Arse TI coo.

DATE ARRIVED STATION vYISRW AntC Is__________ coo COL____

"NUMS60 DAYS SftROIJTS My______________ SPEfCIAL EXPERIENCE IOENTFIEP-51

ASSIGNMENT AVAILAUIEtFM CODES A'-ff

ISY _ ODA____ 0 CAPSC SKI__________ GENCIALEI S11_

iNC________ 00*OWIGNAT1 SEI -_______WT.1 I AFSC

ASSIGNMENT LIMITArIOiN COoes OESINGNATS SKI WI- lI APSC _____

fS? _____ 0 -D WRIITASAW ELI _______ 51 AFSC -

DIRECTID ITUTV APEC - _ RIAION - ISCELL.ANIOUS IIIPORATIOII

ODA rNL.EESTIRICT IEXPDATE _ _______ ADSCO -~ FT.AsoTI..

FUNCTIONAL. CATEGORYT OFFICES. PROJ C"ES" UPORADE OT~~

OVERSEAS5 INFORMATION DLA ENT _ MM AREA_______

STUID 0050 - 0(505 CUIJNAI. 11AW CODE

AAC STATUS - P*5014 UNACC REASON FOR SETS. Sty. CURtTAILMENT Of OFFICER
TOUR STATUS - - TOUR LENGTH Do01

voUR START DY ______ Tou* STOP DY aEESRYM iNRoRMeATIOr

DATE AARIVEOIDEPARTGO COlUS MSEL OVERAGE COO
DUTY ASSIGNMENT INPOpIATSN ____OVERAGEC,006_____OATS

OAS EPP *~ DATE 21 Jan 85 AMESSERIIE FORCE SETO ______0____

OPIC NYOO C EHICA ART ROmO UME

PMOSIION.0 N~l/TC~I DECim N1il C A~iW POSITION muaftGV1____

LESSER'S 3*755R IS Gndl. L.11 Ni.-. SSAN. I~iS. mpe-AaR befini5l iC) E AS STE (.dt.I~ ,SA.ld ~vI~Nu
SSgt Cripen, XXX-XX-XXYX, I , cb 85".aj :;tackchasc, XXX--XX-XXXX, 1 Faob 85 SSgt Rice, XXX-XX-XXXX, 14 'ýoh b-

OATe T] E NAE -RM T-IZ DUT PEN ES--R:/-EE-TI- OFFICIAL. SIGNATURE

6 ~ Jre 15 Ja85 1 f 2 ain, Captain, USAFOF/lf/05monitor, 3235 1FIW/DOT .TeQ

SECTION III CONCURRENCE O0F MEMBERIv

ý ~ ~ C 0AE1 0 DO ] 00 NOT C OSRC UR 0 SEILF IE.TATED ISIN r

SECATON IV ITAGS UGM" CIN® -R GTEF 0?A SG-4 AC I NO. AI" ON PROM 1 E I T 0

SECTIOUN V REMARKS

()r ~required;_COD31Jan 8ý
SECTION VI ACTION BlY COMMANDER OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OAT%

MAPPROVED 0 DISAPPROVED 0] IRCOMMENGO APPPROA&JDISAPPFOV^L, 1 5 ,an. 85
FOTE TYPED NAME. GRADE AND0 TITLE SIGNATURE

Claudýe c. Rainey, Lt Col, IJSAT'C

SECTION VII ACTION BY PERSONNEL OFFICIAL DATS _50 Jan 5ý
19APPROV6D (3 DISAPPROVED C3 I0100411D NEAOCIUARTIRS

FED nAE GA. 10 TITLE 323 ARG/DPMU
FOTHE JohnT Saxon, IIgvUSAF'

CMMANDER NCOTC 'lanning Control Unit
SECTION Vill UIT CS OCOROINATIONRE RD

OPE OESd _ O P. -I.~ E .bSME E 1 . OF~. npUNIT
( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ G 11'01 HE 0 TK50.

02 0 021 Oz0 1z 02 2- aP k
AF P?,2095 "-uqIII to-TII -,U lE USED AF FORM 10 ý.OPY

'I -11re 4-1 S'AMP~I'E AF FO RV 2095(co pjy:)
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The example shown in figure 4-1 is a completed 2095 which
changes Capt Leonard's duty title to Chief, Aircrew Training
Branch, assigns Capt Leonard to Maj Stackchase as a reporting
official effective 1 February 1985, and assigns SSgt Cripen and
SSgt Rice to Capt Leonard as their reporting official on 14
February 1985. As a completed action, this is the way the 2095
would appear after it has been processed by the CBPO and returned
to the unit. The unit's receipt of the completed form with
personnel action number assigned at the top of the page and the
approval and signature of the NCOIC of Manning Control at the
bottom, along with the completed CBPO coordination record,
notifies the unit that the new information has been updated in
the Personnel Data System and all interested CBPO offices are
aware of the changes and have updated their respective files.

Before going in to a line by line explanation of inputs to
the form, some specific observations are worth noting concerning
the different effective dates for the changes contained on the
form. The form was obviously initiated at the unit of assignment
on 15 January 1985 (the date on which the requesting official and
commander's representative signed). This is prior to the
effective date of Captain Leonard's change to his new duty
assignment--21 January 1985. That makes sense since an efficient
OFR/APR monitor would want to get Captain Leonard's new infor-
mation into the system prior to his assuming the new duties. The
reason that Captain Leonard isn't going to be supervised by his
new rater (Maj Stackchase) until 1 February, and isn't going to
himself supervise his new ratees (SSgt Cripen and SSgt Rice)
until 14 February probably has more to do with performance
reporting requirements than anything else. Since this is an
internally generated division action, consideration must be given
to getting appropriate OERs and APRs written and turned in before
the changes are set in concrete by formal 2095 action. A
probable scenario, no doubt, would go something like this:

- The old Wing Chief of Aircrew Training Branch (Capt
Figmo) gets orders to go PCS to Germany with a
departure date from the base of 15 March 1985.

- The Wing Training Division Chief puts out the word

to the squadron commanders that he is looking for
a new Chief of Aircrew Training.

- Capt L eonard,- a bright, hard-charging officer is
selected from one of the squadrons to fill the
position.

- Since Captain Leonard will require an OER from his
old squadr'on rater (whom he has been under for
more than 120 dsys), it is decided early in January
to prepare an 01:P on Capt Leonard with a c].oseout
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date of 31 January 1985 so as to allow sufficient
time to prepare and process the report. Thus,
Leonard cannot be put under Stackchase until
1 February 1985.

- Sergeants Cripen and Rice have worked in Aircrcw
Training for Capt Figmo for the last two years and
have both received notice from the CBPO that they
have change of reporting official (CRO) APRs due
on 13 February 1985. (IAW AFR 39-62, CRO reports
on Cripen and Rice were projected by CBPO upon
notification of Capt Figmo's reassignment. By
regulation, the closeout date of reports caused
by PCS reassignment is usually 30 days prior to
the rater's departure date. In this case, 30 days
prior to Figmo's 15 March departure date is 13
February).

- Since Cripen and Rice will be working in the near
future for Captain Leonard, they must be put under
Leonard's supervision by formal 2095 action. It
really makes no sense to complicate matters by
doing this in advance of the closeout date of their
projected APRs which are already being worked in
the system. So, the easiest and perfectly
acceptable course is to place them under Captain
Leonard's _ supervision by 2095 on 14 February
(the day after their reports close out from Captain
Figmo) even though they will be informally working
for Captain Leonard starting on 21 January (the day
Captain Leonard assumes the duty title and position
of Chief of Aircrew Training).

The point to be made by this example is that there is no
reason to "shoot yourself in the foot" when submitting a 2095
that changes reporting officials. The system is designed to be
flexible enough to avoid unnecessary pain, anguish, and paper-
work. By knowing the system, planning ahead, and using common
sense, an effective OER/APR monitor can align dates on a 2095 so
that all reporting requirements are met and unnecessary paperwork
and short suspenses are avoided.

DETAILED 2095 PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS
IAW CHAPTER FIVE, AFR 50-130

VOLUME 1. TABLE 5-4
(Refer to Figure 4-1 numbered items)

1o Personnel Action Number - Assigned by the CBPO administration
section.
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2. Address Element "To21 -The organization of the servicing
CBPO.

3. Address Element "From" - The organization and office symbol
of the person initiating the data change.

4. Individual Identification - Enter member's last name, first
name, middle initial, Sr., Jr., II, or III, when applicable;
grade, SSAN (use of service/component suffixes and prefixes
to denote airman and officer personnel respectively, is not
required).

- The "unit" block was designed for CBPO use. When
form is initiated by unit personnel, leave "unit"
block blank.

- Name and grade will be in capital letters.

- Exercise extreme care when recording basic
identification, esneciallv SSANs!

5. Duty Assignment Information - When requesting changes in
DAFSC, effective date, office symbol, duty phone, position
number, Organization Structure Code (OSC), command level,
duty title, member's reporting official, or member rates
block, complete the appropriate blocks and enter "N/C" in
all other blocks.

- When a change to the position number is processed,
the OSC block must be completed.

- Duty Titles entered must be constructed in accordance
with AM 30-130, Volume II, Chapter Four, and must not
exceed a total of 31 characters in length.

- Effective date denotes the day on which new DAFSC,
office s:rmbol, duty phone, position number, OSC,
command level of assignment, or duty title will
take effect.

- Member's rater is specifies the member's new rating
official, SSAN, and the effective date of the
member's supervision under the new rater.

- Member rates - :-r this block enter the rank, last
name, SSAN, and effective date of supervision of
all new ratees who will be rated by the member.
SRemain within the block when possible; otherwise,
cont. ir,,io appl:i.cable dato .in "romarks,", scctLon V.

, ,JJOV _ .;.o) '/V'(lJ cu tinr:i o'l''ici al who in. .a ,.L t: e ilio data
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changes will date and authenticate Section II.

7. Section III- Member concerned must indicate concurrence/
nonconcurrence and sign for duty AFSC changes other than
normal uplgr"ad" nctLioon; Thii. s- ction i s nol_. required for'
routi]ne ari'nmicn t i n 'ormatLion, duLy title, or' repor tit,
of Cicial changes.

8. Section-IV - Used to effect intracommand and intercommand
assignment actions between units located on the same base
and which do not involve PCS funds* (N/A for this-example.-..
However, if this job change required a PCA it would be
documented here.)

9. Section V (Remarks Section) - Used to record additional
data changes relating to this action. Also, use the
Remarks Section for continuation of data when there is )
insufficient space to reco-d data changes in other appro-
priate blocks on the form. in the case of the example
ac Lon, the rri trk "OER required; COD 31 Jan 85" is a
simple advisory being sent to the CBPO OER/APR unit. It
lets them knovw that the unit realizes that by submitting
this 2095 changing Leonard's reporting official, he unit
is causing an OER to become due on Capt Leonard with a
closeout date of 31 Jan 85. This is not a required entry.

10. Saction VI - Will ie completed by the unit commander or
authorized representative (commissioned or warrant officer,
civilian in grade GS-7 or above, and NCOs in grade MSgt or
above). This authority may be delegated to grade Sgt when
unit authorizations do not allow the above grades.

11. Section VII - The CBPO chief may desi.gnate any person who
is assigned for duty with the CBPO as the authorizedrepresentative to sign this section.

12. Sction VIII - Since the 2095 is processed by the CBPO, the
functional activity blocks will be sequentially completed
under Unit/CBPO Coordination Record. Coordinati.on in CBPO
sections is signified by recording of individual initials
and the ,IuljDn date.

UNIT PROCF)Ur,,ES FOR PROCS.SING AF FO.?MS 2095

Each uniL snould (!sLablish a central. point, sucih as the unit
orderly room or' OFI?/AI:/P/2g095 :::onitor, to :,,onitor t;-- Juomission
of personnel action forrn3 to its 6(arviciLng CRPO. This monitor is
responsible for insuring ;ach form is properly prepared, authen-
ticateri ane 'orwarc~a to tne servicing CBPODPM; (AdminisLratLivu

e •ct o n! In a c. i y :.ýnner. /he monitor will Lnitial and date
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the "UNIT" block in Section VIii, remove the last copy of the
form (and the exposcd carbon insert) and retain the copy in
suspense pending receipt of the completed 2095 (with action
number, approval, and coordination filled in) from the servicing
CBPO. DO NOT REMOVE any other copies or carbon paper inserts
from the carbon set.

One last caution is in order. Particular care must be
exercised when completing any personnel action form because so
many events can be set in motion by the submitted information.
Having an action rescinded is possible, but not a pleasant
experience. Before submitting and 2095, double check all
effective dates and, above all, make sure that the consequences
of the dates being used are understood. There is nothing more
personally frustrating or devastating to a monitor's professional
credibility than to submit an action and find out weeks later
that an OER or APR became due and is now late. Such are the
things that make an OER/APR monitor's life miserable and
inevitably raise the blood pressure of commanders. Double check
everything before a form is sent on its merry way; especially
SSANs. It's not uncommon to prepare a 2095 and intend to put an
individual under one rater and inadvertently pull the wrong SSAN
for that rater from some roster. Since the Personnel Data
System uses SSANs Lo identify people, it will not notice the
mistake. The first indication that something is wrong may not
occur until the monthly computer-generated OER/APR roster arrives
and the OER/APR monitor notices that Sgt X is under Captain Y
instead of Lt Colonel Z as had been intcnded. Even though the
monitor used Lt Colonel Z's name on the 2095, he/she mistakenly
typed in Captain Y's SSAN. The old adage is still true -- "An
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure."
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Chapter !'ive

CC)MPUT! ,-GEN PEATED- MANAG EMENT PRODUCTS-

Creating an effective uijit OA','/APtR program is a big job
whether the unit is a small division made up of ten people or a
large squadron of 250 or more members. Regardless of the number
of assigned personnel, a good monitor must be intimately familiar
with numerous OER/APR reporting requirements, administrative
techniques, special or unusual reporting criteria, suspense
requirements, and report writing techniques. Perhaps, one of the
most challenging aspects of the job is simply keeping track of
who needs what kind of report and when. There is no substitute
for personal expertise and dedication, but several computer-
generated management products are produced monthly by the CBPO
and distributed to units in an effort to help commanders and
monitors with the task of managing unit OER/APR programs.

The format that these products come in may vary somewhat
from one base to the next, but they all provide up-to-date
listings of information contained in the Air Force Personnel Data
System (PDS). Personnel action forms such as the AF Form 2095
and 2096 are the vehicles used to record changes, update, and
generally keep information in the PDS current. From this con-
stantly changing data base, computer-generated rosters are
periodically extracted and forwarded to base-level units in order

to provide a "snap-shot" of relevant O•EI/APIR information on each
assigned Air Force member. With these products in hand, a unit
monitor can project when all OiR!ýs and AtHe, are going to be due
on his/her people. As comprehensive listings, they are also
excellent tools for determining when it is necessary to submit a
personnel action form to update or change old or erroneous

. information.

'The three computer products most likely to be used by a
unit level monitor are the Unit OFBý 1R.oster, Unit APRl R.oater, andJ • Unit Supervisor/Ratee Information Poster.

* Pf{j', lI:lJ'l ()I . 14 ~ o v1:.c''

'P.hu unit I;Vr , r ,-tr is a monthly producrt th,•]. - te ri!.L

assigned officers alphabetically. 1 "igure 5-1 is, an examplc
followed by an explanation of the major headings.
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QER ROSIE HEADING EXPLANATION(refer to Figure 5-1)

1.

2. SAN - Social Security Account Number with suffix (-R=
regular; FV=reserve).

3. GRADE

4. LAST OER - Date that the last OER closed out on this
individual.

5. PROJ OER - Projected OER; date that the next OER should
closeout on this individual if nothing changes; i.e., as
long as the member does not retire, PCS, or separate
beforehand, or as long as the member's rater remains the
same, this is the date that the individual's next CER will
be due. In most cases, this date will be one year from the
closeout date of the last OER. If, however, the Personnel
Data System is aware of an action pending on the member
such as PCS, retirement, or separation, or the PCS,
retirement, or separation of the member's rater, the system
will automatically project a change of reporting official
OER based on that information.

6. B - Reason for the next projected OER ("A"=snnual; "C"=
change of reporting official).

7. RATER - The social security account number of the member's
present rater as reflected in the Personnel Data System.

8. SUPV-DFr - Supervision Date; date on which member was placed
under present rater. This date automatically updates each
time an OER closes out since, with the closeout of each OEF,
the period of supervision starts over. In a case where a
member has been under the same rater for several years, this
SUPV-DT will not tell you when the member was originally
placed under that rater, only that the member has been under
the rater's supervision since the member's last OER closed
out.

9. DOR CGR - Date of rank, current grade; the date on which the
member assumed his/her present rank.

10. DAFSC - Duty Air Force Specialty Code.

11. PAFSC - Primary Air Force Specialty Code.

12. 2AZ - Date Assigned 5tation; the date on which the member
formally signed into the base and processed through the C!`'O.
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13. DOS - Date of Separation; if the member has an established
separation date, it will print out. If no date is
established, this date is indefinite and is signified by
"888888."

14. TAFMSD - Total Active Federal Military Service Date; this
date is established by the Air Force personnel system and
may reflect prior enlisted service in the Air Force, or
prior service in another branch (e.g., Army, Navy, Marines).

15. TAFCSD - Total Active Federal Commissioned Service Date;
again, this is established by the personnel system and re-
flects the start date for active service as a-commissioned
officer.

16. DFfET-DT/.R$N - Departure Date/Reason; if a date is displayed
in this block, the Personnel Data System is aware of a
pending action on the member such as retirement, separation,
or permanent change of station. If established, the pro-
jected date of the member's departure from his/her current
base of assignment will print out along with the reason
(PCS:Permanent Change of Station; RET=Retirement; SP:
Separation).

17. DUTY TITLE - The current duty title of the member as
reflected in the Personnel Data System.

The OER roster is an invaluable source of up-to-date infor-
mation especially useful in projecting when reports on assigned
personnel will come due. One should notice that anytime the
Reason Code" for a projected OER is "A" (annual), the projected

OER block will show a date one year from the closeout of the last
OER. In those cases where the Reason Code prints out a "C"
(change of reporting official), the projected OER block will show
a date other than one year from last report closeout. As
previously noted, a "C" will print out here because either the
member or his/her rater is projected to depart due to PCS,
separation, or retirement and a report is required because the
member will have at least 120 days supervision under the rater by
the time of the projected departure. One other reason can cause
a "C" to print out and a report to be projected in advance of the
normal annual requirement. This occurs when a 2095-type
personnel action is generated and submitted to the CBPO which
changes a member's reporting official.

Tn the case of Captain David T. Bent (refer to Figure 5-1),
it is apparent that CapLain Bent's last OER closed out on
22 Feb 83 but his next projected OER is I Jan 84, and a "C" has
printed out in the "Reason Code" block. This is because Captain
7'cnt is PCging on 31 Jan 84 (see DEPT-DT/R5N column). The
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computer projects a "CRO" report for I Jan 84, because AFR 30-1O
directs that a CPCO report is due 50 days prior to a member's
departure if the member will have at least 120 days supervision
under his/her present rater.

In the case of Major Dennis R. Bern, a "C" is also printing
out but no DEPT-DT/RSN is showing. This is a case where Major
_ Bern's unit has submitted a 2095 changing his reporting official
effective 25 Oct 83. Major Bern has also been under his old-
rater -since- 1 -Apr- 83 (see SUPV-DT block) The- period of the .
report for this CRO OER is 1 Apr 83 through 24 Oct 83 and Major
Bern has been under his old rater for the entire time (greater
than 120 days). By submitting the 2095 putting Major Bern under
a new rater, his unit has caused an OER to become due and the
Personnel Data System has picked up on the fact that an OER is
required (hopefully, so has Major Bern's unit).

One other example contained in the OER roster is worth
mentioning. In the case of l/Lt Roger A. Bine, a PCS departure
date of 3 Dec 83 is printing out in the DEPT-DT/RSN block but the
system is still projecting an "A" (annual) OER as his next
required OER. This is because it just so happen3 that Lt Bine's
annual OER will close out on 6 Oct 83. Therefore, he will
get his normal annual report on 6 Oct 83; and since there is less
than 60 days remaining until he departs PCS (if he indeed leaves
on 3 Dec 83), no other reports will be required (not even an
LOP).

TIHE UNIT APR ROSTER

The unit APIP roster Is another monthly product which lists
all assigned enlisted personnel alphabetically. Information
contained in this roster is basically the same as that contained
in the OFP roster, but in a slightly different format. Figure
5-2 is an example followed by an explanation of major headings.
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APR ROSTER HEADING EXPLANATION

(refer to Figure 5-2)

1. NAME

2. GR - Grade; this is a numerical identifier which designates
pay grade. 39=E9=CMSgt; 38=E8=SMSgt; 37=E7=MSgt, etc.

†††††††...3. -ss_

4. DUTY TITLE- As currently held in the Personnel Data System.

5. PROJ-PSY - Reason for next projected APR ("A"l=annual; "C"=
change of reporting official).

6. LAST APR DATE/RAT - Date on which last APR closed out and
the numerical rating which was received on that APR.

7. PROJ-DT - Date of next projected APR. Computed in the same
manner as PROJ-DT on OER roster.

8. SUPV-SSAN - The social security account number of the member's
present rater as reflected in the Personnel Data System.

9. LQSS-DT - If the date of a projected action (PCS, separation,
retirement) is knowt, to the system it will print out here
(same as DEPT-DT on OER roster).

10. LOSS-RSN - Reason (PCS, sep, ret) for projected loss if
indeed a loss is projected.

11. DT-SUPV-BGN - Date on which member was placed under present
rater's supervision. Same rules apply as those explained
under OER roster "SUPV-DT".

12. PAFSC - Primary Air Force Specialty Code.

13. DAFSC - Duty Air Force Specialty Code.

14. CAFSC - Control Air Force Specialty Code.

15. DAS - Date Assigned Station (same as OER roster).

16. DOS - Date of Separation; termination date for current
enlistment.

17. TAFISD - Total Active Federal Military Service Date (same as
OER roster).
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THE UNIT SUPEPVISOR/PATEE IN•CO?•ATION ROSTER

This final computer-generated roster is a summary product
which lists all unit raters alphabetically ýnd prints out infor-
mation on each individual rater's rank, SSA17, effective date of
duty in his/her current position, and duty title. It then lists
under each individual rater, all of the unit ratees who that
particular rater supervises along with information concerning
upcoming OERs or APRs on each member supervised by the rater.
Like the OER and APR rosters, this is also a monthly product.

I=:-. - Figure 5-3 is an example-of -the roster followed by an
explanation of major headings.-

.I'
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MNT SUPERVI SOR/RATEE INFORMAT ION -ROSTER
HEADIN ]•PLNATION

referto Figure .5-5)

1. GRAD - Rater's grade.

2. NAME - Rater's name.

3. SSAN Rater's Social Security Account Number.

4. EDOD - Effective Date Of Duty; the effective date on which
the rater assumed his/her present duties as a supervisor
with his/her present duty title.

5. DUTY TITLE - Rater's duty title.

6. GRADE - Grade of ratee.

7. NAME - Name of ratee.

8. SSAN - Social Security Account Number of ratee.

9. DT-SUPV - Effective date on which individual ratee came
under the supervision of the rater.

10. NEXT-RPT - The closeout date of the next OER or APR pro-
jected to be due on the ratee given that he/she will remain
under the present rater's supervision.

11. RSN - Reason code for next projected 0ER or APR ("A"=annual;
"C--=change of reporting official).

12. O]0F-SYM - Office symbol of the rater or ratee.

While these computer-generated OER/APR management rosters
are a tremendous source of information and excellent planning
guides, they are only as good as the information that is
presently contained in the Personnel Data System. As new assign-
ment, separation, and retirement information surfaces and as duty
titles, raters, and AFSCs are changed via 2095 action, the infor-
mation is constantly being updated. When a roster is received,
it is probably only current for that particular point in time.
It may even contain unknown errors or perhaps outdated informa-
tion that the unit has been meaning to correct but hasntt quite
gotten around to yet. There is also a certain amount of lead
time necessary before unit-submitted 2095 changes will appear as
updates in the rosters. If you submit a 2095 changing someone's
duty title on the 15th of the month, don't expect the roster that
corm,;r out on the 17th to reflect the new information; it probably
won'L show up until next month's set of products.
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Chapter Six

A MANUAL TRACKING SYSTEM

As much help as computer-generated ORR/APR management pro-
ducts can be, they should really only form the starting point for
an effective unit level OER/APR program. If no OERs or APRs were
ever necessary beyond annual, semiannual, or change of reporting
official reports caused by PCS, separation, or retirement, the
computer products generated by the Personnel Data System would
probably be sufficient to track and manage work at the squadron
or division level. Unfortunately, such is not the case. In any
unit, realignments of personnel and changes of duty information
are frequent. As people progress, they change jobs within a
squadron or wing, have to write reports on people they will no
longer be supervising, and pick up responsibility for the super-
vision of new people. These short notice personnel turnovers and
organizational realignments can play havoc with the best laid
plans of even the most conscientious unit OER/APR monitor.
Whether a monitor is responsible for a squadron of 300 people or

a division of ten, it is a good idea to have some kind of backup
manual system and data base to help in the tracking of suspenses
and reporting information.

This chapter will describe just such a system which has
worked well for the author in the past. Although it involves a
certain amount of extra work, it proved to be a godsend on
numerous occasions while working in one squadron of 250 personnel
and another of 60. It io by no means the only system of its kind
that a monitor might find useful. The key is to pick something
that's personally understandable, efficient, and that will get
the job done.

This system involves the use of the computer-generated
management products already discussed a supply of 5"x7" index
cards, a vertical 5"x7" index card file, monthly grease board
calendars, and a few grease pencils and colored acetate strips.

The heart of the system is a file of vertically displayed
5"x7" index cards (one for each member assigned to a unit) which
contain relevant OER/APR data on each individual (see Figure 6-1).
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RATER SSAN EFF DATE NOTES

LAST REPORT FROM INEXT REPORT INDORSEMYNTS

NAME •RANK AFSC SSAN IfYPE CD-

Figure 6-1

Before proceeding, one caution must be emphasized. These
cards, once filled in, contain personal information as defined
by the Privacy Act of 1974, just like the OER and APR computer
rosters they are drawn from. They must, therefore, be safe-
guarded to preclude disclosure to unauthorized personnel.

To begin, a card must be completed on each person assigned
to the unit. The best *3ourcos! for the information needed to fill

out the cards are the monthly computer-generated OER and APR
rosters which are forwarded to the unit by the CPPO. When
start~fng up the system or, once J.t is in place, to add a new

member of the unit to the system, it is generally only necessary

to extract applicable Oi, P/AP>P information from the rosters and

transfer it to the cards.

To facilitate explanation, the sample card in Figure 6-2 is

divided into three sections and correspording blocks ore numbered.

for reference.
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RATER SSAN EFF DATE NOTES

@@ @ 10

(SECTION III)

....LAST REPORT .- FROM NEXT REPORT INDORSEMENTS

(SECTION II)

NAME RANK AFSC SSAN TYPE COD

0- ECT0N I) J

Figure 6-2

FILLING OUT THE CARDS

'.'.ith the OER/APR computer roster in hand, begin completing
Section I with basic identification information on the member.

Ilock 1 - Name - "Reynolds, Joseph W."

'flock 2 - Rank - "T.3gt"

Rlock 3- AFSC - "70250B"; normally, duty AFSC is enough, but
if desired, primary AFSC and control AFSC (for enlisted
personnel) can be included.

"•lock_ - SSANI - "PFr 123-45-6'789"

-,lock 5- Leave blank for now; we'll return to this later.

Plock 6- Leave blank for now; we'll return to this later.

-- - -
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Section II contains information relating to the member's

OER or APR history as well as when his/her next report is due.

Block 7 - Last Report - "(APR) 21MAR80" - Refer to the

appropriate computer roster and write in the closeout date

of the last OER, APR, or training report received by the

member.

S- From - "'M a j Greene" - In the "From" block wri te in th e

name/-rank of the rater who wrote the member's last 0ER or

APR. In the case of filling out a card on a new squadron

member, the name of the rater who wrote the last OER/APR

received is really unimportant to you, if received from

another unit, so just write in "last unit."

Jlo•ck9 - Next Report - "(APR) 21MAR81" - In this block write in
the projected date for the member's next OER or APR as
extracted from the computer roster.

Block 10 -Indorsements - "DO/WgCMDR" - This block is really
onkly nice-to-kno information. If you are aware of what
level of indorsements the ratee received on his/her last
OER or APR, recording this information may prove to be
useful historical information.

Section III contains information on the member's present
rater and any notes which you may wish to record for future use.

Block 11 - Rater - "Maj Hamilton"

Block 12 - SSAN - "987-65-4321FR" - Record the SSAN of the
member's present rater as reflected in the appropriate OER
or APR computer roster.

Plock 13 - EFF DATE - "22MAR80" - Record the effective date of
supervision of the member under his/her present rater. This
information is also found on the appropriate OER or APR
computer roster.

Block 14 - Notes - This section is for your informal use.
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RATER SSAN EFF DATE NOTES

Maj Hamilton 987-65-4321FR 22MAR80

LAST REPORT- FROM .- --NEXT -REPORT INDORSEMENTS--

(APR) 21MAR80 rMajor (APP) 21MAR81 DO/WgCMDR
Greene

NAME RANK AFSC SSAN TYPE COD

Reynolds,Joseph W. TSgtI 7025O0IFR1234567891

Figure 6-3

With the card filled out as is, we can see that TSgt Joseph

W. Reynolds, AFSC 7025013, SSAN FR123-Li5-6789, received an APR from
Major Greene on 21 March 1980 that was indorsed by the DO and
Wing Commander. After his last APP closed out, he was put under
Major Hamilton's supervision (SSAN 987-65-4321FPR) effective
22MAR80. According to the APR roster his next scheduled APR is
his normal annual report which will be written by his new rater
('ajor Hamilton) and will close out on 21 Miarch 1981 (one year
from his last APIR).

So far, there really isn't any more information on the card
than was readily available on the computer roster. Nonetheless,
suppose that the commander just informed you that he wants T$'gt
Peynolds to start working for Ma' 'linton effective 2 August
1980. That's still a month or so away, but you realize that
since Peynolds will have been under Haj `arr:lton for more than
120 days by 1 August 1980, I/aj liamilton will have to write a CIRO
APP on ?Peynolds. No problem, you simply rnak. the pruper
annotations on the card and begin planning to gct 4eynolds that
APR on I August.

!low, we return to blocks 5 and v, on the cara. If you hadn't
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known that Reynolds was to be moved to a new rater you would have
conpleted block 5 by writing in "APR-ANN" and block 6 by writing
in 21MAR81, because as far as you or anyone else knew, Reynold's
next APR would be his regularly scheduled annual report on
21MAR81. However, with the new information you now have from the
commander, you will fill out blocks 5 and 6 as follows:

Block 5 - TYPE - "APR-CRO"

Block 6 - COD - "IAUG80"

You would next prepare a 2095 changing Reynold's rater to
Maj Clinton effective 2-August 1980, check- your-work thoroughly,

--and send-it in to the CBPO so the-Personnel-Data System-can-be-.........
updated. Once processed through CBPO, an APR shell notifying you
that a CR0 APR is due on TSgt Reynolds will oe generated and the
next issue of the computer APR roster will reflect the new
change. You needn't wait for all that to happen though, because
you are well aware that everyone better get busy now and start
preparing Peynold's APR.

TSgt Reynold's card would now look like Figure 6-4 after
posting the new information.
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RATER SSAN F.FF I)ATE, NOT ES

Maj Hamilton 987-65-4321 FR 22VMA R 80.

Maj Clinton 43~2-15-6897FFR 2AUG80 (2095 submitted

1 5JUN80)

~LAST -REPORT F'ROM _NEXT REPORT INDORSEMENTPS

APPS (21MAR80) Major (APR) 1AUG80 I)O/WgDGMDR
Greene

NAMIE R AINK AF'SC 3.JAN TYPE CC)D

Reynolds,Joseph W. Tgt 1(020 1 23456u789 1APRCRO11AG

Figure 6-4

After the APR is written, quality controlled, final typed,
and forwarded to the appropriate higher headquarters for
inuorsement or to the CPPO (if no higher headquarters indorse-
ments are sought), you update his card once more and reproject
when his next APR wii±2 be due. After all that, Reynold's
card will look like Figure 6-5'.



RATER SSAN EFF DATE NOTES

Maj Hamilton 987-65-4321FR 22MAR80

Maj Clinton 432-15-6897FR 2AUG80 (2095 submitted
15JUN80)

LAST REPORT FROM NEXT REPORT INDORSEMENTS

APR (21MAR80) Maj Greene (APP) IAUG80 DO/WgCMDR

APT? (IAUG80) Maj (APR) 1AUG81 DO/WgCMDR
Hamilton

NAME RANK AFSC SSAN TYPE COD

Reynolds,Joseph W. TSgtJ7025OBJFR123456789 APR-ANN 81

Figure 6-5

TSgt Reynold's CRO APR from Maj Hamilton closed out on
1 August 1980, he was placed under Maj Clinton on 2 August 1980,
and you project that his next APR will be an annual report on
1 August 1981 as long as Major Clinton and TSgt Reynolds stay
put.

It should be apparent that once a system like this is
started in a unit, each 5"x7" card becomes a comprehensive
history of OER/APP actions on every individual in the unit. If
the member is assigned to the unit for 10 years, you could pull
the card(s) and determine every rater he/she has ever been under,
as well as when every OER, APR, LOE, or training report was
written on the individual. This system, like any other, requires
quite a bit of "care and feeding," but if you keep it up-to-date,
it will keep you out of trouble and way ahead of the "power
curve."

Once cards are filled out on everyone in the unit, the best
way to display them for quick reference is in a 5"x7" index card
v•rlical file. The individual pockets of the file will hold the
cardu so that just the identification information on an individual
and the CO) of his/her next report is visible (cee 1Piguro 6-6).
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Another helpful yet simple device involves color coding
the 9ards depending on the type of upcoming actions. By cutting
a sheet of red, blue, green, and yellow acetate into j inch by 2
inch strips, you can label cards according to the following
system:

Red - Report due within two months; look for shell
from CBPO and notify rater.

Blue - Report due within one month; rater notified;
shell received from CBPO.

Green - Report completed and submitted; update card with
. current information and ruproject next report.

- ... -Yellow - Personnel-action requirxed, or some sort_ of follow-
up required (i.e., 2095 needs to be cut changing
duty titles, AFSCs, or reporting official; or card
needs to be updated with current information).

THF MONTHLY SUSPENSE CALENDA!.

An additional step that makes the whole system come to-
gether is use of a monthly suspense calendar that can display
upcoming suspenses.

With your cards up-to-date, once a month go through them to
determine which reports will be coming due within the next two
months. Simply look down the right side of the card file and pull
out all red tagged cards (report due within two months). Once
extracted, post the name of the member, type of report, and close-
out date on the calendar. Next, determine the appropriate
suspense for each upcoming report. !Remember, if it's only going
to the CBPO, you'll probably have at least 15 days after the
closeout to get it there. If it's going to your deputy
commander's office for indorsement or off base to a general
officer, you may need to get it to the DO or equivalent level by
five days after the closeout or whatever local policy is
established. Finally, you must establish a Uo later than date by
which • expect to have the report from the rater. This allows
time for quality control and fina.3 Lyping before it leaves the
squadron. For illustration, let's suppose that you always de-
mand completed reports from your unit raters no later than five
days prior to the closeout date.

'roday is I June 1981 and you are goinr to update your August
19B1 calendar with the appropriate suspense dates. Looking at
-'igure 6-6, you extract all cards that show an August closeout
d9te. You see that you have three reports due in August as

'O Q 7;

4
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NAME REPORT TYPE COD

Maj Deltaq Ken Y. OER-ANN 16AUG81
LtCol Fox, Theresa M. OER-CIRO 18AUG81-
SSgt Hotel, Sam R. APR-ANN 7AUG81

After checking with each individual's rater, you learn that
Maj .DeltaIs aOER.. Will be going -to theý.Wi.-ng Commander- as"the.

* highest indorser, LtCol Fox's OER will be sent off base to a
general officer, and SSgt Hotel's APR is not going any further
than your own squadron commander. This means Maj Delta's CER
needs to be in the DO's offce for roview by 21AUG81 (five daysafter COD); -LtColox'-nee-to beFin- the O_'s -office by 23AUG81
(five days after COD); and SSgt Hotel's (since it is not going
beyond the squadron) needs to be at the CBPO by 22AUG81 (15 days
after COD) for final processing and posting to the Unit Personnel
Record Group. Since you still want to have all reports in your
hands for final typing by five days prior to the COD, the
suspenses you would post to the calendar would consist of the
following:

NAME REPORT COD TO DO/CBPO T_ YOU
Delta OER-A 16A-/ 21AUG 11AUG
Fox OEP-C 18AUG 23AUG 13AUG
Hotel APR-A 7AUG 22AUG 2AUG

(NOTE: All of these suspenses are for illustration
only and will vary according to local policies
established at different bases.)

After determining these dates, you next post them to the
August calendar (see Figure 6-7) and continue monitoring the
process so nothin- "falls through the crack." From here on
out it's a simple matter of getting the reports in from the
raters on time, working them into final products, and sending the
completed forms to the appropriate agency. (If you really
believe all of that is simple, I have a bridge you may be
interested in buying.)
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NOTIFYING RATERS

One final step helps make the entire process run smoothly.
Some raters are conscientious and know when all reports on their
people are due, and others are not so conscientious. The OER/APR
monitor can make his/her own life much simpler, as well as the
lives of unit raters by sending out notices that reports are
coming due. These should be in writing so that no misunder-
standings take place. The notices-should also-specify when the
OER/APR monitor expects to see the completed report in his/her
office. Figure 6-8 is a sample which can be mass produced on
common notepad sheets.

FROM: 452 FPTS OER/APiR monitor (Capt F•uzz)
SUJBJ: Performance Report

TO: (name of rater)

Squadron records indicate that you are the rater for
. (name of ratee) This individual is

due an _(EP/APV/LOP) covering the period from
to . (period of the report) Reason

for the report is . (annual, C'RO, etc.)
Please forward a draft report with (number re-

quired) suggested indorsements to the unit 0KR/APR office
no later than . (date you want the report)
Please insure that a complete Job description is included.

Jonn P. P'uzz, capt, USAF
O •,?/AP•k monitor
15?Žd ;,'lying Training ';quadron

Figure 6-8 IINI?' , F,,O:-! ,NOIl-ICATIOFt L T•,.. !'

ike all manag~emeont system8r, the one de.•cribcd in this
chapter works only as well as you understand it arld make it
work. Any system or organizational pattern that ineips you get
LiIy JLu) done is worihwhiie, but only if it uoes indeed help.
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Chapter Seven

-.-..HIGHER HEADQUARTERS INDORSEMENTS.

One of the toughest jobs most raters face is writing
suggested indorsements to be used by higher headquarters (off-
base) officials (usually colonels and general officers) when the
rater wants to reward one of his/her people for superior perfor-
mance, In light of the significance of these high-powered in-
dorsements and the importance that commanders at all levels place
on getting them for their peoples the unit OER/APR monitor may be
tasked with polishing up indorsements submitted by raters in a
unit, prior to forwarding the OER or APR package to higher head-
quarters. Many raters are perfectly comfortable when they are
writing for themselves, but get a bad case of "ramble-on-
adjectives" when writing for a colonel or general officer. The
OER/APR monitor can be a great help to unit raters in the
"polishing and editing" departments but may be even more valuable
if he/she can educate them on what a good, or at least effective,
indorsement looks like.

Proposed indorsements should be factual and indicate some
aspect of performance, major accomplishment, or special recog-
nition. A generalized, flowery, adjective-ridden poem that could
apply to anyone won't get the job done. Indorsements should be
specific and acknowledge the three "P's": Performance, Potential,
and Promotion. They should cite some specific aspect of perfor-
mance, point out the ratee's potential, and if the hoped-for out-
come is to get the individual prcmoted, say so.

Since it is all too easy to harp on what should be done
without offering any concrete help, the following indorsements
are provided as examples of what to look for. All are geared to
Air Training Command-type job descriptions and are a compilation
of select indorsements reviewed at one time or another by the
ATC staff or base-level ATC Wing Commanders. They are grouped
according to rank,
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SUGGESTED INDORSEMENTS

Teghnical Sergeant

TSgt has contributed significantly to the sustained high

standards of maintenance within the . Ile expertly

diagnosed a recent complex nose gear steering problem within our
T-39 fleet. He's ready for more challenge and responsibility.
Promote to master sergeant.

Master Sergeant

MSgt is a hard-charging professional whose outstanding per-
formance marks him as a top-notch NCO. He developed a contract
customer training package that we're going to implement through-
out the Command. MSgt is a strong leader and has the
potential for much more. Send to Senior NCO Academy and promote
early.

1Sgt is a superior performer. His Career Advisor Program

is one of the Command's best, resulting in a significant improve-
ment to 's reenlistment rate. Tremendous potential.
Send to Senior N CO Academy and promote now.

Dedicated to excellence, MSgt is one of our top performers.
By initiating changes to technical orders and regulations, he has
markedly improved ATC's aircraft inspection system. Unlimited
potential. Promote to senior master sergeant and send to Senior
NCO Academy.

iiSgt 's personal enthusiasm and dedication to his job are
evident. He sets a shinina example of professionalism at all
times. He expertly established a physical fitness program and
orchestrated a dormitory move. His ability and performance are
unmatched. Promote to senior master sergeant.

MSgt -'s job knowledge, leadership, and performance distin-
guished him as an exceptionally professional NCO. He is a
superior electronics technician and has molded flight simulator
maintenance crews that are the best trained--and more productive.
One of our most capable supervisors/managers. Promote.

ij:Sgt -'s actions are the mark of a dedicated professional.
Through exceptional management, he has produced one of the best
Aircraft quality Control Inspection Branches in Air Training
"roinmrand. Promote to senior master sergeant.

leaves a big imprint of success and dedication upon
: 0.1 ditnt; Service. l1c was the only non-recruiter in the re-
cruitinfl, business to receive a '3T1: promotion this year.
Sr'omot(., again quickly.



Senlor Master Sergeant
SMSgt - was the cornerstone of the during a recent
change in top management. Hi-i strong determination and
perseverance allowed the Group to function normally during this
transition. He is a superb senior NCO with tremendous potential.
Promote and continue to challenge.

SMSgt is an absolutely superior performer. His pro-
fessional and dedicated approach to improving aircraft engine

" maint-enancepractices and procedures has significantly con-
tributed to the 's outstanding flying record. Fo is
deffnitely chief master sergeant- material,- Promote now!

SMSgt - is our key NCO in the acquisition and analysis of
maintenance data for the monthly Command Summary and numerous
other special studies. He anticipates potential questions and
problems and recommends sound solutions. 1e has molded his
section into a dynamic, forward-looking analytical group. He
goes the extra mile. Promote.

.V..t -_ was loaned to this Headquarters to reposture our 99
1Prime 7EzFF teams. The results--ATC's 2200 Civil Engineering
skilled people wore effectively and efficiently used to support
existing contingency plans. Promote to chief now.

t.s lc izsion dod icatior. is absolute. The effectiveness
of Is Physiological Training Unit, despite the loss of
several key NCOs without replacement, attests to his leadership
ability. Keep him challenged with increased responsibilities and
promote to chief master sergeant.

S3Wgt is the epitome of Air Force professional non-
cormnii'sioned officer leadership. "he Command's toughest inspec-
tion teams cited his enthusiasm and effectiveness as a key member
of 's strong standardization evaluation team. Already per-
forming as a chief master sergeant--let's promote him at first

1. : unritv.

Ss.gt is a blue-chip performer--the best senior master
sergcant in he Vedical Center. An outstanding enlisted leader--
responsibile, committed and professional. Exceptional potential
for increased responsibility. Promote to chief master sergeant.

'hief Vaster Serreant.

Chief 's leadership and performance in the Cimulator Branch
rver ,eern superior. "'he suu;tained high in-commissior, and
utIL, zatiun rates of the *': *.imuiator Dre Jir-ctly attribu-
Lable to h:is professional efforts. 'he Air ior'ce ri,,(!i nin.
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Chief . 's three-volume instructional systems development
trainin package was adopted for Air Force-wide use. The ATC 95%
career development course pass rate vs Air Force 84% rate
reflects his management capabilities. He's an outstanding Air
Worce leader. Give him only the toughest, most responsible
senior NCO assignments.

Chief I is our top recruiting superintendent. He is the
driving force behind the effectiveness of our flight supervisors
and recruiters at _ USAF Recruiting Squadron. His scope of
experience would make him valuable at any level of Recruiting
Service. He is a thorough, professional, and dynamic leader.

Chief is one of the top performers in ATC. His exceptional
leadership and management abilities were key factors in his unit
receiving an excellent rating by our Headquarters Stan/Eval
inspection team. Outstanding potential. Challenge him with
increased responsibilities.

CMSgt has effectively eliminated waste in the ATC ATLAS
retrieval system and has preserved the accountability of active
duty time for reserve officers. His actions, advice, and
initiative have provided a vital service and improved the
efficiency of the data system Air Force wide. Select for
extended high year of tenure.

Captain

Captain 's performance has been absolutely top-notch. TIc's
clearly an outstanding leader and manager--three of his eleven
Field Training Detachments were selected as finalists as the best
of our 70 detachments. An exceptional officer with solid
potential--promote now.

Captain is a top-notch performer all the way. He's been a
distinguished graduate from every school he's ever attended--from
the Academy to pilot training to graduate programs. lie's
handled the Exec job at while still holding down his
instructor pilot job. An impressive young officer with out-
standing potential--promote to t-ajor at the first opportunity.

Captain has met the challenges of command with exceptional
poise and confidence. His detachment completed over 2500 hours
of incident free flying because of his personal attention to
quali.ty training and- uncompromising safety standards--one of the
best3L A;C, JctachrrienLs in the Command. Continue to challenge with
Llh I.our, ;Jobr; and( groom for early promotion.
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Captain is a top-notch officer whose leadership,
versatility and talent are highlighted in a superb record of
achievement. His outstanding performance at earned high
marks from both our ATC Stan/Eval and Inspector General. Superb
potential. Keep ýromoting.

Captain is a top-notch performer at _ His
selection as Squadron Company Grade Officer of the Quarter and
Instructor of the Quarter are further testimony of his total

* dedication and potential. Promote and select for Intermediate
Service School. ...

Captain 's performance has been absolutely superior.
here is no do.tbt he has the talent, poise, and exceptional

potential for an accelerated career in the Air Force. The
Is top Captain, he was hand-picked to attend ATC's first

Pacesetter Program. Select for ASTRA this time and promote
below-the-zone.

Captain _ is a strong performer and leader at
As interimChief __ , he faced the challenge of fleet expansion,
addition of MMICS and a threefold increase in sortie
requirement. He excelled across the board--solid potential.
Augment without fail and promote.

Captain is one of our top performers. His management of
the Squadron's RSU program and contributions to the Squadron's
self-inspectlon program resulted in "Excellent" ratings from both
the ATC Stan/Eval and IG teams. His selection as the
Instructor of the Year is testimony of his sustained superior
performance and tremendous potential. Captain is ready
for increased responsibility. Promote now!

Captain_ is a super officer with unlimited potential. His
efforts in running our $201M reimbursement program ensured that
ATC received tihe funding necessary to meet our mission
requirements. A "blue chip" profossioral, he's ready for greater
challenges. Promote now.

Captain is one of our "blue chippers"--the best captain
in a ;3elect organization. We brought him to the Headquarters to
direct the Command's Tnterservice Trainirg Peview Organization--
an important position that demands superior performance. Ile has •
the potential for much more. Promote to major now and monitor ON
his future assignments.

5.
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One of our top performers--an exceptional officer and pro-
fessional aviator. Outstanding as a T-37 squadron check pilct
and Stan/Eval officer, tremendous effort in organizing an ATC
check-section conference, ideal role model for our Qualities
Enhancement Program--he does it all. Solid potential. Promote
early.

'.Taior.

A standout officer in ATC...Major 's superb leadership and
standard of excellence have been a real asset to the
Wing. His outstanding performance as Flight Commander says it
all...he's got potential for increased responsibility. Promote.

One of Air Training Command's finest officers. Without doubt,
Major _has demonstrated the ability to handle greater
challenges in key leadership positions. I've seen the results of
his work firsthand...and, they've always been top drawer.
Promote.

Major has done an outstanding job as the Executive
Officer to the Deputy Commander for Operations at
He has all the potential and experience for greater challenges.
No question--an invaluable asset to the Air Force--don't miss
him this time. Promote without fail!

r'ajor has a very responsible and demanding job at
, and I personally know he's doing it with aggressive-

ness and skill. Ile's the only INajor in ATC holding a Base Civil
Engineer position--clearly one of the Command's top 0-4s.
Outstanding potential for more responsibility--promote early.

-Iajor 's performance has been outstanding. He's one of
our most talented and productive officers who leads by example
and motivates others to their best perform.'nce--his CBPO was
best in ATC last year. He gets top marks in officership and
potential. Promote to lieutenant colonel now.

"',ajor is an outstanding young maintenance officer with
strong leadershiD ability. For that reason he was recently
selected to become a member of the ATC Headquarters Logistics
staff--a clearly exceptional officer with solid potential for
bigger jobs. Promote now.

"V.ajor has done a tremendous job on the Y-46 acquisition
management .oarn. A key player in the selection of the right air-
craft to meet ATC's future pilot training requirements, he con-
u!i nuos to k-cep the program on track. An exceptional officer
tj;bAI, we will challenge hard. I-eady for early promotion to
lieutenant colonel.
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-?!ajor ___is astuarto arpressive, and one of our top performinr
staff officers, Ile's doing an outstanding job running the
Command Personnel Assistance Team and providing excellent support
to our CBPGs, Excellent potential and ready for increased
responsibility--promote to lieuLeriarl4 colonel now,

An outstandinr perforrner--i~ajor h___ as dire- ted the
Operations Division throughout the. I_____s conversion to

- r:"'JUJPr. - His management and- supervision of the Trainint-,
Ope~rations Center and-its personnel will insure a successful
prorram.- He's-dedicated, mature and completely capable of'--
handling increased responsibility. Promote.

!-'ajor' is a top-notch officer--one of our best instruc-
tors and supervisors. A strong performer as a Flight Commander
i~n sidvanced Navigation training--his efforts in improving the
curriculum will insure quality navigators for today's Air Porce.
A leader who is ready for more. Select for senior service
school and promote.

.Ia Jor _____has don(- an outstandinr .job in the very pivotal
role of flig-ht commander, lie has been the key player in turningr
around his squadron's T-38 training practices. flis seasoned
professionalism and potential should be challenged with tougher
ass-i nments. He's ready--promote.

I:ajor ____has done an outstandinr job for AT'. 11is periional
.involvement in screeninr and counsellinp officer trainees has
sig~i-ificantly enhanced the ouality of our (YES graduates. '.!o
question--a valuable asSet to the Air Force--don' t miss him this

t.ien. -romote for sure!

* aioris fiiiinr one of our toughest and most demandinr
jobz; and is producing consistently outstanding results. His
squa~dron was the top cnrineer-produicinr souactron in~ Recruiting
:;ervace last year--well on the way again this year. Involved,

co.::ittddyiiamic( oftficer with a bir picture focus. E'~xcellent
notentia]. for 1)' /, promnotionl ag-ain.

An aut-hority on~ :." operations--onie of our most talented and
p;roUucti ve of ficers. ',eass by example arid motivates, '>oalistic
aria pragmatic a:;, an uvaluator--con firmed by field feedbacX.

X c;_ Ilent potential. Promote to l-i~eutenant colonel.

a.Vnt.ied, effective, atnd resp;~ecte'd [-taf'f Tudge Advocate?--totally,
.,,Il*~i L. foajor ______Worked r2Lveral thorny problems in-

':0 v n- ocal law enforcement anciw. .%ceol.h 5te
pot ritiab to hafldleý i.ore X;pfCiLltesand to)uchor Jo bs.
!~om.-te, to lietAonant. colonel.



Lieutenant Colonel

Lt Colonel is an outstanding performer. In , I
presented him with the well earned ATC Ground Safety Award. His
innovative efforts are paying big dividends. Ile has proven
potential to handle -the demanding assignments. Promote now!

Lt Colonel is one of our best, and has done a top-notch
job as squadron commander at _ Whether training newly
graduated navigators or experienced senior staff officers from
all US services and many foreign nations, he and his instructors
excel -- our IG rated them outstanding. A dedicated officer with
solid potential for greater responsibility--promote to colonel
now.

Lt Colonel 's performance has been outstanding--that's
why we're making him deputy base commander at _____ His
innovative planning, leadership, and management skills were
instrumental in . setting the pace for the Command in
Student Affairs operations. Excellent potential and ready for
increased responsibility--promote to colonel now and select for
senior service school.

Lt Colonel is a dynamic and highly experienced manager who
has done a superb job working our training and equipment issues
for the Consolidated Space Operations Center program. He also
led our effort to implement the ATC training support requirements
into Space Division program baselines. Select for senior service
school and promote to colonel now.

Lt Colonel is an outstanding performer in a tough and
demanding job--took a lackluster branch and turned it around in
minimum time. Did great work restructuring our communications-
electronics officer training. He's ready for more responsi-
bility. Promote now!

Lt Colonel is doing a fantastic job as is
Assistait Deputy Commander for Operations. fle turns out top
quality UPT graduates, is consistently number one on the Command
sortie timeline and maintains an outstanding ACE Program. He has
met tough leadership challenges with unqualified success and has
the potential to handle greater responsibilities--promote to
colonel now.

TL t olonel is an outstanding manager and leader. Ile has
rc-fn instrumental in planning and controlling a myriad of school
,l'forts--computers, personnel, budget, readiness, issues, and
(W,)r':(e development--he does it all right! CI.vc him the tough

:,-1amr3 ard project,-. (,reaL potenti.&l ['ror heov command
[,o:i;L Li Cfono. 'rowoto him now!
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L t Colonel is reoponsible for more people, rusources,
and programs than any other officer on - Air 'orce Base.
His squadron supports two operational wings and a Reserve
refueling group. Ile irons out problem areas and keeps an
ambitious family housing upgrade program moving. An outstanding
engineer and a strong commander. He is colonel material--
promote.

Lt Colonel has done excellent work in a tough job. 11e set
up and heads a new division which has made improvements,
especially in the data automation area. Improvements will have
Command-wide impact--getting the Job done better. lie is totally
involved on the job and a strong supporter of Air Force community
affairs. Promote arid select for senior service school.

Lt Colonel stands out as a top performer in the tough job
of Chief of Aeromedical Services. His quick, efficient response
to a recent aircraft disaster was one more example of his
capability and dedication to duty. Superior potential. Promote.

Lt Colonel produces. As the FTW's Assistant Deputy
Commander for Maintenance, he improved their mission-capable
rates. Ile knows the business--and did a tremendous job spear-
heading a working group that wrote the ATC maintenance "bible".
Ile's ready for senior leadership and command. Promote to
colonel.

Lt Colonel has done a superb job in one of the most
demanding and dynamic jobs in ATC Logistics. A professional--
innovative and dedicated. An outstanding logistician who makes
the system serve the customer and mission. We made a mistake
last year; don't err again--promote now.

Lt Colonel _ is first-class. He increased the number of
cadets in his program, reduced attrition among the engineering
cadets,' and is producing more and better qualified officers for
the Air Force. His detachment earned the AFROTC Superior
Performance Award last year. Promote now--i need him as a
colonel.

Tnnovative, experienced, aggressive--solving some tough problems
in the areas of IP manning and tech training center quality.
TUig dividends will come from Lt Colonel 's efforts--
cxceptional planner, analyst, and team player. Excellent
potential for greater responsibilities--promote to colonel now.

No doubts--one of our very best. Lt Colonel took a new re-

cruiting squadron to top of his recruiting group in the first
year. iyarned all "excellents" on recent IC evaluation. Ile's a
smart, tough, dynamic leader--promote early to colonel.
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Dedicated leader working under s evere manning and fiscal.
ahortages. Still earned kudos Iroir AY.C TI(, evaluations--r~re
accomplishment. Lt Colonel ______is deeply involved in base
activities--proud Air Force Ambassador at civic functions.
T,:xcellent potential. Promote to colonel,

An outstanding leader--res~ponsibl.et committed and true pr .o-

fessional--he's been a tremendous help in guiding the Euiro-NATO
operation through its first arnd formative year. f'Sop qalcity.
"3olid potential for Greater respons-ir-ility--promcte to colonel
now,

Seii.Lor officer mnaterials. Deputy. Base Commander of our top-rated
base--deserves hi~h marks -for leadership and commitment. Has the
Skills to work immediato and toughi problems--with outstanding
results. ~'otential plus. I'e's ready now--promote to colonel.

Aggressive and dynamic comr~arder--he gives himself fully to the
mission and his people. runs a tigrht ship--:I.r.ipressive results
fromn "; evaluations I~t ..olonel will 1.e -)rnp of the Air-
'T'rce' s future senior lead.2 -ntronr cardioia-. for early
promotion.
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APPENDIX

This appendix space set aside for

the inclusion of local OER/APR

policies and suspense procedures

which may be inserted individually

by bases or agencies cles-.ring to

reproduce or otherwise use this

hand book.
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